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Crucial Conversations During Tough Times 

with Susie Owen of Biz Worx, LLC 

 

 

Listen to recording here  
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Communication Considerations
for Challenging Conversations



Crucial Conversations:
Tools for Talking When the Stakes are High
By Kerry Patterson, Joseph Grenny, Ron McMillian, & Ron Switzler

What makes a conversation crucial?
Opposing Opinions

High Stakes

Strong Emotions



Key Concepts

➔ Speak Persuasively 
not Abrasively

➔ Silence vs Violence

➔ Skills for Speaking Up



Key Concepts

➔ If you don’t talk it out 
you will act it out

➔ The stories we tell 
ourselves

➔ Make it safe to talk 
about almost anything



Key Concepts

➔ Mutual Purpose and 
Mutual Goals

➔ Focus on what you 
really want

➔ What am I behaving 
like I really want?



Fill the Pool with

Shared Meaning

For additional resource go to:

Vitalsmarts.com  and sign up for blog



Remember Habit 5

“Seek first to 
Understand

Then to be 
Understood”

Source: The 7 Habits of Highly Successful People by Stephen R. Covey



Training & OD services 
Interpersonal Relationships – communication skills, 

conflict management, appreciating differences, emotional 

intelligence, & team building

Risk Management – harassment prevention, violence in 

the workplace, boundaries & ethics

Lifestyle Skills – stress management, time management, 

wellness, mindfulness, digital detox, & happiness

Leadership Development – performance feedback and 

employee engagement, & change management

Organizational Development – team and departmental 

assessments & appropriate interventions



 
 

Conflict Clarification Questions 
for  

Challenging Conversations 
 
 

 
 

• What am I upset about? In specific, behavioral terms, what actually happened? 
What did they do? 

 
 
 

• What exactly am I feeling (anger, frustration, fear, etc.)? Why am I feeling that 
way? 

 
 
 

• How might I have contributed to the problem? 
 
 
 

• Is there a chance that I am overreacting to the situation? If so, why might that be 
the case? 

 
 
 

• In terms of actions and relationships, what are my desired outcomes for this 
situation? What will successful resolution look and feel like? 

 
 
 

• If I were the other person involved in the conflict, how would I want to be 
approached and dealt with?  



Crucial Conversations 
Tell the Rest of the Story 

 
 
 
 

• Am I pretending not to notice my role in the problem? 
 

• Why would a reasonable, rational, and decent person do what this person 
is doing? 

 

• What do I really want? For me? For others? For the relationship? 
 

• What would I do right now if I really wanted these results? 
 

• What would I do to make is safe for the other person? 
 

• Have I established mutual respect? 
 

• Have I considered and committed to mutual purpose? 
 
 

 
 



 

How to Enjoy a Difficult Relationship 
by Emily Hoffman 

Please enjoy the article below or read it on our blog. 

Dear Emily, 

I have an older sister who I don't always see eye-to-eye with. I often find myself getting frustrated with her because of 

her actions. I know that I have a deeply rooted story about her—that she is very self-centered. I've asked myself why 

a reasonable, rational, person would do what she does and I can always come up with an answer for that scenario. 

But when I see all of the scenarios as a pattern that has persisted my whole life, I have a really hard time telling 

another story besides my negative one. I've tried talking to her about specific situations and we usually come to 

common ground but it always happens again. It's hard to point out the pattern without sounding as if I am keeping a 

list of her mistakes. She also gets very defensive because she sees it as attacking. I’m not perfect either so have no 

right to point out her flaws. I want to get along with her and enjoy spending time with her but honestly find dealing with 

her tedious and exhausting. What can I do? 

Best Regards,   

Exhausted and Discouraged  

 

Dear Exhausted and Discouraged,  

I have an older sister that I don’t always see eye-to-eye with. She is brilliant, informed, dynamic, opinionated, and oh 

so very different from me. One of the very best parts of our relationship, which is very dear to me, is that we don’t see 

eye-to-eye. Invariably, when we are together, I learn something new, either about the world or about myself. Either 

way, her different view of the world is a blessing in my life. 

I share that not to say “be like me” or “too bad your sister isn’t as cool as mine.” Instead, I simply want to point out all 

the baggage that comes with a phrase like “we don’t see eye-to-eye.” When did seeing eye-to-eye become the goal? 

When did not seeing eye-to-eye become a bad thing, or something to be overcome or worked around? Diversity of 

opinion, thought, approach, and experience can enrich us if we let it. 

As I read your inquiry, I wanted to know more. I wanted all the details of specific things your sister had done so I 

could judge: is she really self-centered or are you stuck in your own negative story, a story that is blinding you from 

the reality of who your sister is? I kept thinking about variations of that question: is your story about your sister 

accurate? And then I realized… it doesn’t matter. You have done exactly what you need to do: you identified your 

story as a story, you challenged your story, and then you went and discussed your story with your sister. That is more 

than 99 person of people out there manage to do. 

But you’re still stuck, right? And why? Because crucial conversations don’t solve every problem. Because crucial 

conversations don’t take away a person’s right to choose how he or she will behave. Your sister, despite your 

conversations, still gets to choose who she is, who she wants to be, and how she will behave. Your choice is to 

decide what kind of boundaries you want to put in place, in your life and in your relationships. 

http://mktoemail.twentyeighty.com/ZOxa401dj000030wH10BTLO
http://mktoemail.twentyeighty.com/DLIa00e0TOw00O01Bx140j3


Here is a suggestion of how to think about your way forward. It’s a variation on what we teach in Start With 

Heart that I have found helpful. 

Think about your interactions with your sister. Try thinking of a specific interaction that didn’t go well, that was (as you 

described it) tedious or exhausting. Got it? Okay, now as you are thinking about that interaction, ask yourself: what do 

you really want? My guess is the first answer is to not be exhausted! Maybe you want peace or enjoyment. You want 

to be able to laugh and share. You want to feel energized and validated. 

Now, next step (and here is where the variation comes in): what do you really want for your sister as she is right now? 

Sometimes when we simply ask ourselves “what do I really want for the other person?” the answer is all wrapped up 

in the changes we want him or her to make, the person we want him or her to become. We say things like, “I want her 

to be less self-centered.” But the key to drawing and maintaining healthy boundaries is to acknowledge who she 

is right then and ask, what do I want for her, as she is right now, and what do I want for my relationship with her, as 

she is right now? This doesn’t mean people can’t change and that we can’t have influence. Life is not about being 

frozen in a specific point in time. It does mean that we need to accept who people are today, where they are today, 

and then make a decision about what relationship we want to have with them today. 

I have found that as I do that, I am able to recognize and enjoy the positive aspects of a current relationship because 

I can place a boundary between me and the negative aspects of the relationship. This might mean that I don’t do 

certain things with certain people and it absolutely means that I don’t expect certain things from certain people. 

Instead, I am able to better enjoy someone for who they are. I let go of the expectations or hopes I had for what our 

relationship should be or could be, and acknowledge the relationship for what it is. 

I may be reading far more into your words than what is there… and yet in them I feel a sense of hurt and loss, that 

your relationship with your sister isn’t what you want it to be and you are carrying that with you. Chances are you are 

carrying the weight of that disappointment into every interaction you have with her. So, my suggestion is to lay down 

the weight, see her as she is, and decide what type of relationship you want to have with her—just as she is today. 

Best of Luck,  

Emily  
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The Memo-Fication of Responsibility 
  

by Steve Willis 

 

  

  

Please enjoy the article below or read it on our blog. 

 

It took a global pandemic to help me see something that’s been going on for years: the 

slow and steady memo-fication of responsibility. This pattern really became evident as I 

was introduced to a local company’s “back to work” plan. 

 

The company's leadership team understands that times have changed and that they need 

to embrace new workplace practices when it’s safe to return to work. They’re a thoughtful 

group, and it shows in the amount of time and effort they’ve put into to learning about best 

practices for maintaining workplace safety amidst the coronavirus outbreak. They really 

want their employees to be safe and feel safe. 

 

After some time researching and crafting a well-thought-out plan, they formatted all their 

ideas into a memo for public consumption and launched their program, satisfied they had 

done enough. 

 

“I wonder how long it will be before it takes hold in the organization?” mused one leader as 

they reflected on their efforts. “No need to wonder!” I responded. “We have a lot of 

examples of essential businesses that have already gone through this.” I then related the 

following story. 

 

The other day, one of my good friends and colleagues braved the risks of shopping in a 

pandemic to stock up on needed essentials. Mask in place, he stepped from the sanctity 

of his car and moved toward the wild frontier marked “Enter Here.” As he approached the 

entrance, he couldn’t help but notice a large sign outlining some health and safety 

guidelines, the primary of which was “No mask, no shopping here.” Pretty clear. 

 

Once inside, however, he found people following a different rule: “No mask, no problem.” 

Which ended up being a big problem for many customers and employees alike. 

 

But what about the sign right outside the entrance? And how about the other signs 

throughout the store indicating the same thing? Shouldn’t that be enough? What is 

enough? 

 

Maybe you’re at the point of launching your own back-to-work plan, or maybe you know 

someone who is. You may be worried that your plan is fated to low compliance like the 

retail store mentioned above. 

http://mktoemail.twentyeighty.com/JO1BLp06KT0xb1B0j5000l0
http://mktoemail.twentyeighty.com/f002j0B0BC00KO1pLxTI50l


 

If so, understand that the success of your plan will have very little to do with the plan itself. 

It could be the greatest plan ever devised, and it could still fall short. Why? It stems from 

the memo-fication of a plan—when it’s turned into a formal position document and posted 

in a public place, virtual or physical, with the expectation that the “memo” will prompt 

employees and customers to follow through on the plan. One retail industry leader 

summed it up this way during a recent interview: “It shouldn’t be the role of a retail 

employee to enforce the [rules]. Stores should rely on signs and PA announcements to 

inform the public of the rules.”1  

 

Let me be clear. I’m not suggesting that leaders who do this are insensitive or uncaring. 

Many well-intentioned, thoughtful leaders memo-fy the responsibility for plans in an effort 

to make employees’ lives easier. But in the end, those employees are the ones who suffer 

most. 

 

It’s tempting for leaders to believe that if they elevate a person’s understanding of an 

issue, behavior change will follow inevitably. In reality, until you teach your people at all 

levels to take responsibility for the new plan, it’s doomed to wane while everyone involved 

whines about it. 

 

Wise leaders take a different track. While most leaders are gearing down once they’ve 

memo-fied their plan, the best leaders are gearing up. They realize that their people face 

an overabundance of triggers that initiate a series of auto-pilot behaviors—which, by the 

way, usually run contrary to the new behaviors they need to adopt. For example, people 

often leave home without a mask because nothing reminded them to wear a mask. So, by 

the time they are reminded, at the front door of the store, it’s too late to comply with 

expected behavior. 

 

Good leaders understand that the memo is not enough to change behavior, and 

presuming it is leaves employees stuck in an extremely tough position. Employees then 

feel unprepared to deal with violations, because they ARE unprepared. The memo didn’t 

work. Not even a second or third reading made it more effective. 

 

Here are some things effective leaders do to help employees take responsibility for a plan, 

so they’re plan doesn’t slowly succumb to the process of memo-fication. 

 

It starts at the door. Think of your workplace as a unique cultural enclave. Regardless of 

what’s happening outside of it, focus on what happens inside. One of the best ways to do 

this is to conduct a trigger audit. Identify the existing triggers of counter-productive 

behaviors (for example, meeting rooms that would invite close congregation) and add new 

triggers that make it easy for people to adopt the new behaviors (spaced desks, for 

example). Design the environment so that it’s easy to remember and enact the new 

behaviors. 



 

It continues with your people. Have people practice the new behaviors. As McDonald’s 

prepares to re-open, they’ve designed practice scenarios that help employees take 

responsibility for themselves and others. They not only practice safe health routines; they 

also practice what to do when someone else deviates from those routines. And since they 

expect most of those deviations to come from customers, they’ve developed specific 

scripts related to customer situations. They understand that it takes people at all levels 

holding one another accountable to breathe life into any initiative. 

 

It ends with you. Upper management might decide to roll a plan out, but it’s how leaders 

promote and support the plan that determines whether people will do their part to make it 

reality. Your people are looking for evidence of your support. It needs to be unmistakably 

obvious. It’s not enough to voice your support; you have to back that up with actions. 

Actions like publicly praising those who confront you in a moment you weren’t adhering to 

agreed-upon behaviors. 

 

Only when you take the responsibility out of the memo and enable your people to take 

responsibility at all levels will you see real change happen. 

 

 
1 “Leaving Employees to Enforce Social Distancing.” Marketplace. Accessed June 8, 

2020. https://www.marketplace.org/shows/marketplace-morning-report/employees-social-

distancing-businesses-oil-prices-pawnshops/. 
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